Le Sueur County Justice
Center

Next Week's Events

The roofers will
finish up on Area B!
This will complete
the whole roof of the
building

The masonry crew
will continue
laying brick on the
lower roof of Area
A

MEP rough-ins will
continue
progressing
throughout the
building

Weekly Update
09/03/18 - 09/07/18
Although we lost the roofers for a day at the beginning of the week
due to rain, they are nearly 100% complete with the whole roof!
Once they finish up Area B early next week, they will have
completed the roof. On the lower roof of Area A, the masonry crew
started laying their brick wall. At the main entrance, the framers
sheetrocked the whole entryway and will apply the air barrier to it
next week. In area B, the skylight frames were prepped and set in
the roof so next week we will have the skylights installed.
Throughout area A, on the main and second level, MEP rough ins
continue to make progress. In the LEC garage, equipment
operators were grading dirt in order to prep that area for a pour
that is going to happen next week. Also, the trench drains in the
LEC garage got concrete pours and they are now set in place.
Have a great weekend everybody!

Skylights will be set
in the Area B
Dayrooms

The LEC Garage
floor will be poured
with concrete

The framers will
continue framing
and sheetrocking
walls throughout
the building
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Metal wall panels were set on the wall on the
upper roof of Area A!

The roofers continued to lay EPDM
roofing on Area B. They will be
completely done early next week!

Skylight frames have been made, so now the
skylights are ready to be set!

More structural CMU walls were put up
in area's A & B

